Year 1 (2017)
8 units inclusive of:

- Research Communications Unit
- Research Frontiers Unit

6 units of Advanced Disciplinary content

**NOTE:**
- Students will be required to take 3 compulsory units.
- The remaining 3 units can be selected from across all discipline areas, **subject to academic approval.**

**Example Pattern:**

**Statistics**

BPhil/MRes Advisor: Dr Thomas Fung
+61-2-9850-4769
thomas.fung@mq.edu.au

- MRES700 Research Communications
- STAT700 Research Frontiers in Statistics

*Three compulsory units as show below:*
- STAT711 Generalized Linear Models
- STAT721 Multivariate Analysis
- STAT778 Modern Computational Statistical Methods

*Three units could be taken from list below:*
- STAT710 Statistical Theory
- STAT714 Statistical Design
- STAT718 Epidemiological Methods
- STAT722 Time Series
- STAT723 Statistical Graphics
- STAT726 Market Research and Forecasting
- STAT727 Survival Analysis
- STAT728 Data Mining
- STAT790 Stochastic Finance